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THE AIR FORCE SCHOOL



Dear Students

Time is a man-made concept to create orderliness. However, in the

real sense some things are timeless, as is the culture of our school.

The Air Force School believes in  exploration of new horizons,

pushing of existing boundaries and in creative expression of talents.

The year 2019- 20 passed by leaving a rich tapestry of memories that

reflect the richness of our school environment. We created worthy

moments in our day -to -day life in school. We discovered the hidden

side of our own selves. We understood the ideals we stand for and

the excellence that is part of our purpose. Every individual was

recognized and every effort appreciated. There were a number of

momentous events that took place in our school in the year 2019-20.

This publication is a testimony to the fact that TAFSIANS set their

goal posts high. We hope you will enjoy reliving the memories

bygone.

FROM THE PRINCIPAL

MESSAGE

AMITA GUPTA



CLASS XII       RESULT ANALYSIS

RESULTS

NUMBER OF STUDENTS PASSED         192

SCHOOL AVERAGE                             88.09%

STUDENTS SCORING 90% & ABOVE     87

CLASS X       RESULT ANALYSIS

TOTAL STUDENTS APPEARED             192

TOTAL STUDENTS APPEARED              231

NUMBER OF STUDENTS PASSED          231

STUDENTS SCORING 90% & ABOVE      68

SCHOOL AVERAGE                              81.61%



STREAM-WISE TOPPERS

SCIENCE (Biology)
SRIJAN   SATYAM

SCIENCE (Comp Sc)
KUNAL YADAV

SCIENCE (Eco)
AALIYA WAZIR

RESULTS - CLASS XII

HUMANITIES
PURVI SHARMA

COMMERCE
ISHAAN SINGH98 %

96 %

97.6 %

93.8%

97 %



RESULTS - CLASS XII

P S Y C H O L O G Y  M A T H E M A T I C S  

100 %
RAHUL DIXIT

100 %
SHAMBHAVI SAHNI

SUBJECT-WISE TOPPERS

RUDRA ARORA

E C O N O M I C S  
100 %
MANAS SONI

C H E M I S T R Y   
99 %
SHREYA DE
TANISHA JETLY

B I O L O G Y   
99 %
MISHA SHARMA
SRIJAN SATYAM

B U S I N E S S  S T U D I E S   

99 %
ISHAAN SINGH

A C C O U N T A N C Y  
99 %
ISHAAN SINGH

P O L I T I C A L
S C I E N C E   
99 %
MEHUL SINGH GILL

P H Y S I C S   

98 %
SRIJAN SATYAM

KUNAL YADAV 

C O M P U T E R
S C I E N C E   
98 %

H I S T O R Y  
P H Y S I C A L
E D U C A T I O N   
98 %98 %

KRITI AKARNIA TANISHA JETLY



RESULTS - CLASS XII

E N G L I S H

98 %

SUBJECT-WISE TOPPERS

MISHA SHARMA

SRIJAN SATYAM

ISHAAN SINGH

YASH CHAUHAN

RAHUL DIXIT

YAKSHIT YADAV

ANMOL V NAVAD

KHUSHI TYAGI

PRATISHTHA AHLAWAT

I N F O R M A T I C S  P R A C T I C E

97 %

ARUSHI KAUSHIK

G E O G R A P H Y

97 %

MEHUL SINGH GILL

H O M E  S C I E N C E

PURVI SHARMA

96 %

RASHIKA LUNGANI



100 %
N SAGARIKA

TARUN KARNATAK

ANGAD CHAUHAN

ADITYA CHOUDHARY

SHUBHAM SINGH

HARSH ANAND

SARTHAK SHISHODIA

ARUNAV SHARMA

ASTITVA SRIVASTAVA

SAMYAK DHYANI

SONI SINGH

PRANJWAL JHA

RESULTS - CLASS X

M A T H E M A T I C S

S C I E N C E  T H E O R Y  E N G L I S H
99 %
N SAGARIKA

99 %
N SAGARIKA

H I N D I  C O U R S E  B  

99 %
TARUN KARNATAK 

ARUNAV SHARMA

KANNIKA MEHROTRA

S O C I A L  S C I E N C E  

99 %

HARSH ANAND

AARYAN BRAR

SHREY KOTHARI

TARUN KARNATAK 

SUBJECT-WISE TOPPERS

SCHOOL TOPPER
N SAGARIKA     98.8 %



Commemorating 73 years
of freedom. The Chief
Guest at the event was Air
Commodore Rajeev
Sharma, Air Commodore
Education at Directorate
of Education, Air
Headquarters (RK Puram)

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION



Praharsh-The River of Joy

ANNUAL DAY 

The Chief Guest Air Chief
Marshal Rakesh Kumar Singh
Bhadauria PVSM AVSM VM
ADC Chief of the Air Staff,
expressed his appreciation of the
flawless event.

Mrs Asha Bhadauria, President
AFWWA (Central), gave away
the prizes to the students for
academic and co-curricular
achievements.



The art and
sculpture
exhibition, titled
‘Pragdhara-the
Classical Legacy’.

The choral cadences
titled
‘Anuranjanam- the
Anthem of Ecstasy’

Abhinandanam’ was
a joyful greeting for
the guests by the
students of the
junior school. 

The musical
celebrated the
beauty of
contentment

ANNUAL DAY 



Air Marshal Pradeep
Padmakar Bapat VSM,
Air Officer-in-Charge
Administration and
Mrs Smita Bapat
inaugurated the newly
constructed Art Block,
‘Tejas’

INAUGURATION OF THE ART BLOCK



The newly
constructed
volley ball court
was inaugurated
by Air
Commodore J.B.
Rane VSM Air
Commodore
(Schools,
Adventure and
Sports) and
Chairman,
Managing
Committee Air
Force Schools.

INAUGURATION OF THE VOLLEY BALL

COURT



 64th KHEL UTSAV
Susthithi- The Wealth of Wellness

The Chief Guests for
the event were Air
Marshal Vibhas Pande
VSM, Director
General (Aircraft) and
Mrs Ruchira Pande. 



 64th KHEL UTSAV
Susthithi- The Wealth of Wellness



Group Captain Ravindra
Bhatnagar, Executive Director,
The Air Force School conferred 
 authority to newly elected
members of the Students' Council.

INVESTITURE
CEREMONY



ANNUAL PRIZE DISTRIBUTION 

Wg Cdr Pushpa
Thakur, Executive
Director TAFS
& AFBBS awarded
merit prizes to 87
students of Classes
VI-VIII.

Air Commodore J.B. Rane VSM Air Cmde (Schools,
Adventure and Sports) and Chairman, Managing
Committee Air Force Schools and Mrs Anjana J Rane
gave away the prizes to 68 meritorious students of
Classes IX to XII,  in both scholastic and co-scholastic
subjects.



ANNUAL ATHLETIC MEET

The Chief Guest for
the event was Wg
Cdr Pushpa Thakur,
Executive Director
TAFS & AFBBS.



A two-day inter-school
festival of scientific
inquiry, technology,
mathematical ability,
consumer
awareness and creative
writing. 

THE QUEST



Emphasising the
need to change
our attitude
towards the
environment.

VAN MAHOTSAV



Honouring the
contribution of
our  Support
Staff members.

SUPPORT STAFF DAY

Departed for his Heavenly Abode

Shiv Mohan ji lighted up our school with his
gentle, humane presence, displaying an
attitude of humility and service. His seat was
just outside the Principal’s office. Sterling
Service to the School from November 1, 1991
till he departed on December 26, 2019



The theme
for the TAFS
MUN 2019
was ‘Fire and
Flood-
Discussing
Strategies’
featuring six
committees.
The three-
day
conference
witnessed
phenomenal
debates and
thought
provoking
conclusions.

   TAFS MUN 



INTER-HOUSE ACTIVITIES

The House system is an
integral part of school
life.  
Our students are divided
into five Houses namely,
Subroto, Latif, Arjan,
Katre and Pratap. 
The various Inter-House
activities  give  students
the opportunity to
participate in sports,
music, dance and other
activities. 



Felicitating the students of
Class XII. The Chief Guest
for the occasion was Wg
Cdr Pushpa Thakur,
Executive Director, The
Air Force School. 

The address by Parent
Representative was
extended by  Group
Captain S Sukumar.

CITATION CEREMONY



Bidding adieu
to the outgoing
batch of Class
XII

CLASS XII FAREWELL



VEER

Veer – A Hindi word meaning brave, manifests many
qualities in itself, courage being one of them. Courage
and bravery are qualities which manifest themselves
not on battlefields alone; it is not only on battlefields
that we meet with dangers and difficulties. Sometimes,
one has to battle with one’s own self too. We humans
have been attracted by tales of bravery, heroism and
courage since time immemorial. In a recent
unfortunate twist of fate, one such tale of a Braveheart
of our school came to end.

Veer, or ‘Veere’, as we (his classmates) affectionately
called him (even though he used to hate it), was a
noble soul with a heart of gold, full of love and warmth
for everyone. He was a gem of a person. His smile,
that undaunted spirit of his, that will to live life to the
fullest, were some things that I can never forget. He is
a true inspiration for all of us.

Veer was suffering from brain tumor. We knew that he
was in pain – way more than we could ever imagine.
Yet he kept smiling. I cannot remember a single day
when he was not. His jolly and humorous nature
always brought joy to all of us. He always knew how to
cheer us if we ever felt demotivated. We have always
been very proud of the fact that he was our batch
mate. 

Veer’s mother accompanied him whenever he came to
school. I’ve never come across a woman stronger than
her. We always used to wonder about how someone
can be so strong; from where does she get the
strength to bear all this? But we got all our answers
when we saw the mother – son duo coming together,
holding hands, laughing, sharing jokes with us. The
glint of hope in her eyes that said that one day her son
would be free from all the pain and suffering – it
always encouraged us to believe that soon our friend
would be all hale and hearty and we would get to see
him more often. 



 
Another amazing thing was how disciplined he was. He was the only student of
our class who made it through the year without getting scolded or punished at
least once. Otherwise, class XII – A was not called the most mischievous lot
without any reason.Veer lived up to his name – he fought harder and harder
every day. But then, a day came when God decided to free him from all his
sufferings. He, however, is still alive in our hearts. His struggle is one which will
keep inspiring us to live in harmony with each other, respect each other as well
ourselves, to be there for all those who need us, value all that we have, to keep
spreading love in this world and to live for not only ourselves but others too. 

Veere, those special memories of you will always bring back a smile. We always
did and will keep loving you. You hold a place in our hearts that no one can ever
fill. I miss you dear friend, when something good happens, as you’re the one I
want to share it with. I miss you when something is troubling me, because you’re
the one who understands me so well. I miss you all the time, the most when I
think of all the wonderful times that we spent with each other, for those were
some of the best and most memorable times of my life. But I promise you one
thing, that until we meet again, you’ll live on in our memories. 

Sometimes, it so happens that you meet a person
and you just click – you’re comfortable with him, like
you’ve known him your whole life, and you don’t
have to pretend to be anyone or anything before
him. Veer, for me, was that person. Many people
know about his amazing personality, but what most
don’t know about are his various hidden talents.

Veer and I, we were a part of our school’s choir.
Most of the days, we used to practice and then just
chill in the vocal room, singing and playing various
songs on instruments. Veer had a really melodious
voice, we always enjoyed hearing him sing. The
most amazing time was during the Annual Day
rehearsals, that was when we got to hear the most
from him. Not only singing, he was also really good
at cooking – “the Master Chef of our class”.

   SHINEL JHA  

XII- A
(2019-2020)



THE TWO TREES AT TAFS 

Seasons change... the sights, the smells the sounds bid adieu to one
and welcome the other. October heralds the arrival of  the Indian
autumn and with it comes the intoxicating smell that pervades one's
senses. It is impossible to ignore the strong, heady fragrance that
originates from these inconspicuous Saptaparni trees. 

I first came across this sweet, enticing, aromatic smell on a walk
through Lutyen's Delhi. It is impossible to forget that intoxicating scent.
It is no wonder often referred to as the Indian Devil Tree for it has the
power to enchant and elude at the same time. My frenzied search led
me to the source. I discovered that the  entire avenue of Satya Marg is
lined with the Scholar’s tree or the Saptaparni. 

The name Saptaparni is made up of two Sanskrit words- "sapta"
meaning seven and "parni" meaning leaves. The leaves of this tree are
found mostly in clusters of seven leaves at each whorl and hence the
name. The tree also holds significance in the intellectual circle. Its
leaves were awarded to scholars and teachers during convocation
ceremonies by the Visva Bharati University. This tradition was started
by Rabindranath Tagore and continues till date.

Our school sprawled over 15 acres, is a nature lover's delight. The
summer assemblies held in the shade of the flaming Gulmohurs, the
wintry walk to the Art block flanked by Siris,  the stately Eucalyptus
watching over the proceedings of the Sports Day and the exuberant
Amaltas spilling sunshine outside our classes on warm May mornings,
add a dash of beauty to work days .

Amidst these audacious, vibrant trees we find two slender and elegant
Saptaparni on either sides of the gate of The Air Force School - rich,
redolent yet unostentatious embodying the spirit of TAFS.

TANIMA SARKAR CHAKRAVARTI
PGT (ENGLISH)



As I tried to escape,
Hoping all the worries would fade,
I found myself trudging towards the shade,
All spent and slow; defeated,
To my favourite tree I retreated.
 
I plopped down; the pain did bug,
In the massive tree trunk I dug,
Wanting to find answers in the wood –
carved hug.
Home to a million creatures,
My urban slice of nature.
 
Just as my head began to spin,
When the world and its woes began to win.
Succumbing to it, I began to cave in,
I found my comfort in a leafy wonder,
Its shade like a cocoon–not letting me
surrender.
 
The fragrance of the flowers thence,
Led in slow, all at once,
made my spirits dance.
Not long after did I ease,
Making space for hope and peace.
 
Observed its beauty, sitting under, shaded,
Tall and abundant it stands unstated,
It asks nothing for the place it rented,
Used and abused it sat there still,
For long years, did this love thrill.
 
It gave and gifted; each of its parts,
Speaks of the magnanimity of its heart
Something ignited; a new start.
I want to be like the Saptaparni tree
 that grew,
In the corner of that avenue.SIA KUMAR

XII - C

UNDER A SHADY TREE

Alstonia scholaris or the
Scholar’s tree is an evergreen
tree with white funnel-shaped
flowers and milky sap. 

The species is commonly known
as blackboard tree as the wood
was traditionally used to make
black boards and slates. It is a
native of Indo-Malayan region.

The genus is named after
Professor C. Alston (1680-1760), a
famous botanist.It is an easy to
grow this shady tree which is
known to help control noise
pollution in urban settings.

PRIYA JHA 

PGT (BIOLOGY)



 

He had to withstand many things...be it the deadly tantrums or be it the bite of
my powerful jaws!...I hope you know who I am talking about. Actually I should
not be saying ‘who’ but ‘what’. Yes, my best and my most unusual friend has
been the Pencil. It is by far the greatest invention in the field of education (after
the paper, of course if the paper wouldn't have been there, there would've been
no use of a pencil). In order to honour the Pencil, let us take a look at its great
life full of pride, valour, usefulness, graphite and wood.
 
When I first learnt to write, I learnt it using a device called Pencil. It gave me
great joy to scribble on the paper using a pencil...no one ever understood that
art, but the one who praised and encouraged that art of scribbling... 
silently... it was my pencil. It helped me, it pleased me, it EDUCATED me...but
what did I give it? The blade of a sharpener? Or a bite with my teeth? I never
got the chance to thank my pencil. But it gave me the chance to receive thanks
from others by lending it to them. 

The selflessness of a pencil taught me an invaluable lesson. Life offers very few
chances to correct ones mistakes. However, a pencil is the only one that allows
you to  correct all of your mistakes. As we grow up that cherished pencil is
replaced by a pen. That is the time when we really realise that we have become
grown-ups. Since what we write from then on cannot be erased. 
 
I believe, if the pencil were a living thing, it would have definitely felt good after
reading this article. It needs to be noted that before sending this article via e-
mail, I first wrote it using my pencil in my notebook! Doesn't it sound funny-
writing an article on Pencil using a Pencil...! Before I wind up the article, I would
like to quote a few words by Rishabh Raj (yup, that's me)...
 
"We are like pencils,
The best part in us is inside,
We make marks as we touch others life,
And we become better as we are sharpened..."
 
(P.S. THANK YOU PENCIL,
 WITHOUT YOU THIS ARTICLE WOULDN'T
HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE.)

RISHABH RAJ

XII - D

MY UNUSUAL FRIEND

It fills me with great pleasure to write about
someone who has been with me for my entire
life. He has been my best friend. Be it the time
when I was sad or be it the joyful moments in
my life (which are quite regular), he always
stood by me.



Thomas Alva Edison once said, "I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways

that won't  work." In today's generation, there is so much competition around,

that failing is just taken as a barrier standing between you and your goals.

Failure-this word is actually feared by many people. It is true that nobody likes

to be defeated, that nobody wants to have a setback. But, everybody has to

be defeated sometime or the other. This is Nature's law. This is how things

work. 

Steve Jobs, the co founder of Apple was booted out from his own company.

Walt Disney was told that he lacked creativity. Many of Shahrukh Khan's films

were flops. But, did all these setbacks stop the people mentioned above? No,

they proved to themselves and to the world that these small failures can't stop

them. That these small failures won't stop them. Jobs created a new company

NeXT which was later acquired by Apple. Once back in the Apple company,

Jobs proved his capacity by recreating the company's image and took it to

greater heights. Walt Disney’s,  Disney Channel is adored all over the

world(despite being told that he lacked creativity). Shahrukh Khan might have

had some setbacks. But, they only  inspired him to work harder and in a more

creative aspect. His dedication towards overcoming his failures has led to so

many hit and blockbuster movies. 

Well, if they can do it, so can you. I too encountered failure once. I failed to

live up to my expectations. I took academics for granted and I lost the

academic excellence award. It was a failure for me. But, what is more

important is that this small failure helped me achieve something big. I got

some friends, true friends who had seen me at my worst. It made me realise

that nothing should be taken for granted. Thus I studied harder. I ended up

becoming the topper of my section. This surely was an achievement for me.

My achievements are a great memory. But my failures are a greater lesson.

It's time that you all also thank your failures and realise that they teach you a

great lesson, you just need to open your eyes and see it.

THANKING OUR FAILURES

DAIZAL DANDONA 

IX E



“Because nobody can know for you. Nobody can grow for you.
Nobody can seek for you. Nobody can do for you the things that you
need to do yourself. For the very fact that Existence does not allow
Representatives.”
                                                                                                        Jorge Bucay

In this universe of ours, we, the Homo sapiens have developed this skill of
‘judging’ people. We tend to define the person in front of us the way we want to.
To top it all ,it’s called being normal.  Your first point of contact with anyone is their
appearance; it can’t be anything else, can it? You see them, you make a judgment
and that’s the way of the world. 

A student is judged by his performance in academics. If he is a top scorer, he
simply gets into the list of intellectual people. But we forget to realize that there are
a lot  many Einsteins  growing up with us.  People are misjudged and labelled
early in life because of their academic failures.It’s a lot easier to point the finger
away from ourselves than it is to point it back and ask, “Do I need to be
judgmental? What psychological box am I  ticking in my psyche?” What if I say to
define yourself in a line. What would you say? Maybe your name, or your passion?
Or you might just make your achievements count? But, does that really define
you? Just a few words? Do the judgments define you? Absolutely not. 

The person you are, is indeed your own self. Being courteous or intelligent, or
having an edge in sports doesn’t define you in any way. Such labels are  just like
the outer shell of the walnut. First, you need to break through the hard shell of
judgments and then seek the ‘Actual You’. No one in this world could define you.
Choosing yourself is the only way to thrive in the world. You can only know
yourself and your own reactions, so this is the only truly accurate compass you will
ever have. You can’t steer by what other people want or need, because they
cannot affect you anyway. You cannot predict whether the nut inside is soiled
unless you crack it open. 

Make it a priority to feel good and stop worrying so much about what other people
are feeling. Tune in and trust what your body tells you, because it never lies.
When something isn’t right for you, it doesn’t matter how many reasons your mind
can come up with for why you should do it. Your body will feel constricted and
heavy when you think about it. Seek for your own self. You can only define
yourself because ultimately, nobody can know  you except yourself !

BECAUSE NOBODY CAN KNOW FOR YOU

TANYA MUDEL 

XI- B



Vadanya Rawat secured a merit ranking of 321 (All India) in
the All India Entrance Exam for NIFT. 

NATIONAL DEFENCE
ACADEMY 

Aryan Singh, Prajwal Uday and Ryan Asher
Pinto qualified the written exam for NDA.

Vipashyana Hilsayan secured an All India Rank 286 in CLAT
2020.

NIFT- 2020

CLAT-2020

SHINING STARS     

 

IIT
Kunal Yadav secured admission in the
prestigious IIT Delhi

Anand Saggar and Samarth
Rangpal cleared NDA written
and subsequent interview.

Sagar Kumar Karn is pursuing
Economics from IIT Kharagpur
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